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ABSTRACT--- In the healthcare environment, medical latex 

gloves are a necessary medical item for healthcare workers as it 

offers excellent hand barrier protection against dangerous 

microorganism. However, if the healthcare workers repeated 

exposure to the latex gloves which contain high protein level, it 

will increase the possibility of the workers to have a risk for latex 

allergy. Thus, the objective of this project is to develop a color 

kernel regression (CKR) method for estimating protein level 

through the analyses of color difference in glove images. 

Initially, the gloves will go through an uncomplicated chemical 

test for protein detection. A blue color will appear on the surface 

of a glove sample that contains protein. After that, the chemical 

binded sample will be digitally converted into a sample image 

using the flatbed scanner. The image will then undergo image 

processing to improve its quality and to calculate the color 

difference values of the sample. Those calculated values with the 

pre-defined protein levels will be used to plot a standard graph. A 

high coefficient of determination with R2 > 98% has been 

obtained from the experimental graph. This indicates that the 

proposed CKR method contributes significantly toward the 

estimation of protein level. 

Index Terms - Color difference, Color kernel regression, Latex 

allergy, Medical latex gloves, Protein level 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Medical latex gloves are made of Natural Rubber Latex 

(NRL) which offers few attractive properties such as tear 

resistance, barrier protection, and elasticity quality [1]. 

Those gloves have been used widely in the healthcare sector 

as they can provide protection to the user against a wide 

range of bacteria [2]. The only problem encounter with the 

latex glove is the protein that remains on the glove. A high 

level of protein will increase the possibility of the user to 

have a risk for latex allergy [3], [4]. In order to estimate the 

protein level of the glove, several conventional methods 

such as Lowry method and Bradford protein assay have 

been developed. Those methods determine protein of the 

glove through a chemical test to observe the color change in 

the solutions [5], [6]. Those solutions will then be analyzed 

using the spectrometer to estimate the protein level. 

Basically, those conventional methods were more into the 

chemical analysis as it involved with numerous chemical 

reagent and expensive equipment. As a result, those 
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methods were complicated in the chemical test, time 

consumption and costly.  

The objective herein is to propose a new method with 

comparative advantage to the conventional methods by 

focusing on digitizing the protein estimation process in 

order to reduce involvement in chemical analysis. In this 

paper, a computerized method named color kernel 

regression (CKR) has been proposed. This method consists 

of two processes which are a chemical test and digital color 

image processing. The first process detects the protein inside 

the glove sample through an uncomplicated chemical test, 

while the second process converts the glove sample into a 

digital color image to perform image processing, calculate 

the color difference value and plot the standard curve. 

This paper is arranged as follows, protein estimation 

methods are discussed in section II. The results and 

discussion of the image processing, color difference value, 

and analysis of the graph will be elaborated in section III. 

The summary of the proposed method will be in the 

conclusion section. 

II. PROTEIN ESTIMATION METHODS 

A. Bradford microplate protein assay method 

The Bradford assay [7], [8] can be used to quantify the 

protein of the latex glove. The basic mechanism of the assay 

is the binding of the Bradford reagent at acidic pH to an 

amino acid found in protein [9]. If the solution contains 

protein, the color of the solution will change from brown to 

blue. The blue color solution will be measured by the 

spectrometer to calculate absorbance value. The process of a 

chemical test for Bradford microplate protein assay is shown 

in Fig.1. 
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Fig.1: Process of Bradford microplate protein assay 

 

After going through the chemical process [10], the 

absorbance data will be plotted in the standard curve as 

shown in Fig.2 to estimate the protein level. 

 

 
Fig.2: Standard curve of Bradford assay 

 

Based on the process of the chemical test, it is tedious 

since the extraction of the protein solution from the glove 

was time-consuming. Furthermore, the device such as 

spectrometer that used to perform the colorimetric 

measurement is costly and unaffordable to purchase by the 

students for academic purpose. 

B. Proposed method 

The Color Kernel Regression (CKR) method was 

proposed to estimate the protein level of the latex glove. The 

CKR method focuses on digitizing the protein estimation 

process with comparative advantage to the Bradford protein 

assay method. Fig.3 shows the flow chart of the CKR 

method. 

 

 
Fig.3: Flow chart of the Color Kernel Regression (CKR) 

method 

1. Chemical test 

The procedure of the chemical test is shown in Fig.4. 

Firstly, the glove sample that cut into a size of 6 cm by 6 cm 

will immerse into the Bradford assay [11], [12] for 15 

minutes. If the glove sample contains protein, the Bradford 

assay will bind with it, converting the white color of the 

sample into a blue color. After that, the chemical binded 

sample will be risen using distilled water to remove excess 

chemical reagent. 

 
Fig.4: Process of the chemical test 
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2. Image processing 

After the chemical test, the chemical binded sample will 

be scanned using a flatbed scanner to convert the sample 

into a digital color image as shown in Fig.5. 

 

 
Fig.5: Process of image acquisition 

 

Later, the chemical binded sample image will go through 

image processing to filter out the crease on the glove 

surface. The appearance of the crease will negatively affect 

the calculation of the color difference in the sample image. 

Thus, a new technique named Adaptive Thresholding Mean 

Filtering (ATMF) has been proposed to filter out the crease 

on the sample surface as shown in Fig.6. The following 

algorithm shows the calculation of the ATMF technique. 

 

Algorithm 1: Adaptive Thresholding Mean Filtering (ATMF) 

1: Separate the sample image, IS(x,y) into the red, 

green, and blue color channel. Convert those 

channels into a histogram respectively. 

2: Find the starting threshold, TS by finding the mean 

of the histogram.  

3: Using the TS as the reference point, separate the 

histogram into two groups: G1 and G2. Calculate the 

mean values, M1 (object) and M2 (background) of 

the groups, G1 and G2 by using (1) and (2).  

 

 
(1) 

 
(2) 

  
 

4: Calculate the average value of M1 and M2 to find the 

new threshold, TNew as shown in (3). 

  

 
(3) 

  
 

5: If TNew ≠ TS, return to step 3 and the new value of TS 

= TNew, otherwise proceed next step. 

6: Replace each pixel in the image with white pixel if 

IS(x,y) < TNew and black pixel if IS(x,y) ≥ TNew. The 

white pixel represents the creased region, 

Icreased(x,y), while the black pixel represents the 

background region, Ibackground(x,y). 

7: Calculate the mean value of background sample, 

I
*
background(x,y) by using (4). 

 

 
(4) 

  
 

8: Substitute Icreased(x,y) to the value of I*
background(x,y) 

for filtering out the crease region. 

 
Fig.6: Process of crease filtering on the sample using the 

ATMF technique 

3. Color Difference Calculation 

After obtained filtered image, the next step is to calculate 

the color difference delta E, ∆E value between the raw 

image (Before chemical test) and chemical binded image 

(After chemical test). Fig.7 shows flow chart of the color 

difference calculation. 

 

 
Fig.7: Flow chart of the color difference calculation 

 

Based on Fig.7, the RGB value of the raw image and the 

chemical binded image will convert into XYZ tristimulus 

value [13] by using (7). 

 

 (5) 

 

(6) 

 

(7) 
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where D consists of RGB color value and D′ is the 

linearization of D. Later, the XYZ value will be converted 

into International Commission on Illumination (CIE) Lab 

[14] by using (8), (9), and (10). 

 

 

(8) 

 

(9) 

 

(10) 

 

where NX, NY, and NZ are the normalized XYZ value. 

After that, the L*, a*, and b* value will substitute into the 

formulation of CIEDE2000 [15], [16] to calculate the delta 

E as shown in (14). 

 

 
(11) 

 

(12) 

 

(13) 

 

(14) 

 

∆L*, ∆C*, ∆h* are lightness, chroma, and hue difference 

value, SL, SC, SH are the weighting functions and R is a 

rotational function. 

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

In this experiment, over a hundred glove samples have 

been tested for protein estimation. Those samples with 

crease surface will go through Adaptive Thresholding Mean 

Filtering (ATMF) technique for filtering process and the 

result is shown in Table I. 

Table I: Image filtering using (ATMF) technique 

 

 

Based on the images in Table I, it shows that there have 

no creases remain in the filtered image. This is proven that 

the ATMF technique is performing well on filtering out the 

crease in the sample image. Moreover, to verify that the 

ATMF technique able to restore important information from 

crease image, we will calculate the absolute error of color 

difference for Crease-Free image (∆ECrease-Free), Crease 

image (∆ECrease), and Filtered image (∆EFiltered) using (15) 

and (16). 

 

  

 (15) 

 (16) 

  

 

A bar chart has been plotted in Fig.8 to show the absolute 

error of color difference for the crease image and filtered 

image. 

 

 
Fig.8: Absolute error for crease image and filtered image 

 

Based on Fig.8, it seems that the absolute error value for 

the filtered image was smaller than the crease image. Since 

the absolute error value is smaller, it shows that the ∆EFiltered 

of the filtered image is approximate to the ∆ECrease-Free of the 

crease-free image. This indicates that the ATMF technique 

is not only able to filter out the crease surface but is also 

capable to restore the important information from crease 

image. After the filtering process, the color of the filtered 

sample image will be analyzed to determine the protein 

level. Based on the analysis result, those samples will be 

categorized into low level, medium level, and high level of 

protein as shown in Table II. 
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Table II: Three difference protein levels of the sample 

image 

 
 

Based on Table II, it can clearly see that different color 

saturation of the sample image resulting in a different level 

of protein. For low protein level, the images appear to be 

light blue color, while high protein level resulting in dark 

blue color. To verify the proposed protein estimation 

process, the ∆E values, and the pre-defined protein 

concentration values of those sample images will be plotted 

into a graph as shown in Fig.9. The pre-defined protein 

concentration data were obtained from Malaysia Rubber 

Board (MRB). 

 

 
Fig.9: Standard curve for protein concentration and 

color difference delta E 

 

Based on the graph in Fig.9, it shows that when the ∆E 

value increases, the protein value also increases. This 

indicates that the protein level can be identified based on the 

color difference value. By using this graph, we can estimate 

the protein of unknown sample through the calculation of its 

color difference ∆E value. Besides, with R-squared (R2) 

more than 98%, we can verify that our proposed method has 

high accuracy on estimating the protein of the glove sample. 

CONCLUSION 

Compare to the conventional methods, our proposed 

Color Kernel Regression (CKR) method able to provide a 

simple and efficient protein estimation analysis on the latex 

glove. For the image filtering, the Adaptive Thresholding 

Mean Filtering (ATMF) technique not only able to filter out 

the crease on the sample surface but also can restore 

important information from the crease image. Moreover, the 

experimented result shows that the standard curve able to 

perform well on estimating the protein level of an unknown 

sample with the accuracy of more than 98%. In conclusion, 

the (CKR) method has a great capability in estimating the 

protein level based on the color difference of the glove 

sample. 
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